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< br / > a few days ago, "the times" exposed Paris Saint Germain (PSG) ready to purchase Real Madrid star midfielder player
Cristiano Ronaldo to price. It is reported that the transfer fee will be a record breaking $169700000 (about 50000000 euros), such as
the final successful transaction, C.Ronaldo's transfer fee will exceed 100000000 euros from Tottenham, Bale Gareth, the world's
most expensive player. And Ronaldo will with Cavani, Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Lavezzi, Di Maria Silva Thiago, David Luiz and superstar
players consisting of a ship the new Galacticos ". The impact of European and world football dominance. (Editor: YOYO)
Chinese shoes network Sept. 16 news Olympic sports brand on sale starting today, the highest funds raised from the original HK $
1.56 billion to HK $ 1.9 billion overweight. 
reporter was informed that since the 2007 and 2008 Anta and Xtep has successfully listed in Hong Kong capital market financing had
become a crucial target Quanzhou clothing brand. However, last year's field of international financial crisis, leading to the capital
market has shrunk dramatically, so 361 & deg , Peak and many private enterprises have to suspend the listing of Quanzhou pace.
This year the stock market rebound, 361 & degtime before the Olympic, in June officially entered the capital markets. In everyone's
expectations, the Peak can speed up the pace of listing in Hong Kong. 
It is reported that the Olympic sales exceeded 1.8 billion yuan last year, the total number of stores reached more than 5100, an
average annual growth rate has remained at 80%. Analysts believe that, by signing the international star endorsement, sponsorship
of the team, success has become an official partner of NBA China market and other cooperation to expand the international market
is very successful Olympic marketing tool. Especially domestic sports brands have ventured into the basketball extremely cautious,
so Olympic basketball shoe market share in the mainland has exceeded NIKE and ADIDAS rose first. According to the plan
previously disclosed Peak Group CEO Xu Zhihua, and this year will open 1,000 new stores, from the first-tier cities into second and
third tier cities, and plans to set up global R & D centers in the United States.
every day for you to send Shang Yize NIKE Basketball 1992-2012: Twenty Designs that Changed the Game special feature of shoes,
yesterday brought the avant-garde full of Air Flightposite, today we continue to send a futuristic super The Nike Shox BB4. 
Nike Shox concept actually been born in the 1980s, because it was the lack of production technology, so that the concept has been in
gestation until the late 1990s and lightweight foam cushioning material has been successfully developed after, Nike Shox finally able
realization of being. In column Nike Shox form of unlimited play performance, while shoes are designed to follow the suit of the Mo
Yang, so the design industry future sorted out this performance is so full of feeling, in 2000, wearing the Nike Shox BB4 across 7-foot
center made the amazing "Death Rings", so that all are aware of the Nike Shox sense of unlimited power. Nike now about this
concept for you to send Nike Shox BB4 exception of the first year of sketches and fine drawings, to miss the "death of the Rings"
basketball fans must collection. 
Source: Nike 
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